Ô Détour des Orchidées answers questions you have about your stay in our treehouses. Do not hesitate
to send us an email contact@cabanes-gers.fr if you are missing information.
Myriam and Patrick are at your disposal during your stay.

What should we plan before our arrival?

Walking shoes or sneakers depending on the weather because access to the treehouses is on foot for
200m. Sometimes the trail is muddy and slippery. Use walking bags rather than rolling suitcases. The
bed is made upon arrival. Towels and products (shower gel, shampoo) are provided. No need to bring a
portable battery to charge your phone, an electrical outlet is provided in the cabin.
For the orchis spa treehouse, a hairdryer is available.

Can we bring our pet?
No animals are accepted in our treehouse for safety, hygiene and allergy measures.

What time can we arrive?
You can arrive from 4 p.m. It is best to inform us approximately of your arrival time.
You leave your car in the parking lot. The reception is done in the room provided for this purpose.
We provide you with a backpack containing a flashlight, an emergency kit.

At what time should we vacate the treehouse?
The treehouse must be vacated by 11 a.m.

Are the treehouse heated?
The treehouse are insulated, fitted with double glazing and heated by an additional gas stove by
catalysis.

Can we shower in the treehouse?
The treehouse have a private bathroom inside the hut. They are equipped with running water. Toiletries
are available.

And are the toilets dry?
NO, the treehouse have classic toilets with running water. Wastewater treatment is done by
phyto-purification.

Are the treehouse lit?
You have at your disposal rechargeable solar lights and candles. It is our choice not to have installed an
electric light. If you come to our treehouse, you will feel closer to nature and time stops to better enjoy
this exceptional landscape which allows you to get away for a few hours.

When should we order our package for the evening meal?
Gourmet package must be ordered when you make your reservation or 48 hours before your arrival.

Is breakfast included in the price of the night?
Yes of course, you choose your hot drink upon arrival. It is delivered to the foot of the treehouse
between 8h and 10h according to your choice. It is hearty and delicious. It is mainly made with local
organic products.

What can we do as activities close to the treehouse ?
You can stroll through the fenced park of around 30 hectares to discover spring all the flowers (orchids,
broom, lavender ...) and join the hiking trails signposted near the park.
For other activities, join the "To discover" tab on our site where a multitude of activities waiting for you.
PS: Smoking is prohibited in the treehouses. An outdoor ashtray is provided on the terrace.

